Power

Operational insurance

Aon’s power specialists
focus on supporting
the risk management
and insurance needs
of clients in the power
generation and utility
industries worldwide

The growing global demand for energy coupled with increasing environmental pressure are
creating many conflicting challenges for the power and utility sector.
Aon has a comprehensive understanding of the geographic, environmental, technological,
financial and regulatory aspects of the global power sector. Our expertise in all areas of
generation, including fossil fuels, nuclear, sustainable and renewable energy, means that we
can help clients identify, manage and mitigate risk in an efficient and cost effective way.

Local knowledge, global presence
Our team spans the globe, providing our clients with a local power and utility risk
management and insurance service which is backed up by global resources and expertise.
This combination of global strength and local knowledge means that we provide accurate peer
benchmarks, develop new markets to increase competition and minimise cost, and control the
claims process to ensure fair and swift settlement.

Specialist power broking centres
Aon’s broking centres harmonise our expertise and provide access to the strongest global
insurance markets irrespective of where the client or the insurance market is based.
Operating as hubs for global placement activity, our broking centres have significant
experience in the power industry and leverage with the global insurance markets. This means
our clients enjoy the best insurance and risk management products, pricing and services.

Innovation
We are committed to offering innovative insurance solutions that meet the evolving challenges
that this exciting industry faces globally.
In addition to covers such as construction, property and business interruption, liabilities and
financial lines, we are constantly developing new products. These include unplanned outage,
political risk, trade disruption, weather derivatives, power price protection and warranty covers.

Beyond broking
Our specialist expertise, global presence and broad client base means that we offer clients
bespoke benchmarking, assessments of insurer appetite and capacity, and commentary on
market trends and products. We also offer advice on current practice for limits, extent of
coverage, policy wordings and lender requirements.
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We are also able to offer access to a wealth of resources at Aon including engineering, claims
advocacy, electronic risk management tools, catastrophe modelling and estimated maximum
loss studies, captive management and enterprise risk management.

Case Studies
International power generator with a capacity of over 40,000 MW


Property policy limit of US$3.3 billion required



A coordinated approach to market utilised placement hubs in London, Singapore, Bermuda
and Japan

Coordinated global placement approach achieved a 25% rate reduction incorporating an
additional US$1 billion limit for 2010 with enhanced coverage.

Major US gas and electricity utility


Traditional quota share property placement



Historic client relationships with US mutual and non mutual insurers



Global property placement hubs accessed to create competition



Introduction of international capacity for a 40% order

Coordinated placement approach achieved a 25% rate reduction for 2010 with enhanced
coverage while retaining existing insurer relationships.

Aon’s Power team
Aon’s Power team brings together over 200 power and utility specialists in one dedicated global
unit. We offer global, industry specific multi-line insurance brokerage, client service, loss control,
claims advocacy and management services. We also work closely with colleagues specialising in
risk mapping and strategic risk consulting to assess our client’s total risk profile.
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